High-frequency resolution is one of the salient features of peripheral sound processing in the mammalian cochlea. The sensitivity originates in the active amplification of the travelling wave on the basilar membrane by the outer hair cells (OHCs), where electrically induced mechanical action of the OHC on a cycle-by-cycle basis is believed to be the crucial component. However, it is still unclear if this electromechanical action is sufficiently fast and can produce enough force to enhance mechanical tuning up to the highest frequencies perceived by mammals. Here we show that isolated OHCs in the microchamber configuration are able to overcome f luid forces with almost constant displacement amplitude and phase up to frequencies well above their placefrequency on the basilar membrane. The high-frequency limit of the electromotility, defined as the frequency at which the amplitude drops by 3 dB from its asymptotic low-frequency value, is inversely dependent on cell length. The frequency limit is at least 79 kHz. For frequencies up to 100 kHz, the electromotile response was specified by an overdamped (Q ‫؍‬ 0.42) second-order resonant system. This finding suggests that the limiting factor for frequencies up to 100 kHz is not the speed of the motor but damping and inertia. The isometric force produced by the OHC was constant at least up to 50 kHz, with amplitudes as high as 53 pN͞mV being observed. We conclude that the electromechanical transduction process of OHCs possesses the necessary high-frequency properties to enable amplification of the travelling wave over the entire hearing range.
The discovery of electrically induced length changes of isolated outer hair cells (OHCs) (1) , the so-called electromotility, provided the experimental basis for a previously proposed mechanism for the action of OHCs as putative cochlear amplifiers (2): Electrical energy from mechanoelectrical transduction in the stereocilia is converted into mechanical energy by electromechanical transduction in the cell wall. This mechanical energy, converted on a cycle-by-cycle basis, is fed back into the cochlear partition, thereby enhancing mechanoelectrical transduction. One of the most important questions concerns the frequency response of the electromotility and the mechanical force generated by the OHC (3) . The frequency range of auditory signals perceived by mammals extends from several Hz to more than 100 kHz for small insect-hunting bats (4) . Therefore, any mechanism proposed for amplifying mechanical signals in the cochlea, such as electromotility, must act at all frequencies in this range. Because of the capacitance of the lateral cell membrane, the OHC receptor potential, which drives the electromotility (5) (6) (7) (8) , is low-pass filtered with corner frequencies between 30 Hz for apical OHCs and 1 kHz for basal OHCs (9, 10) . This electrical filtering, together with the high-frequency increase of the resistive and inertial fluid forces, is expected to cause severe attenuation of the electromotility at high frequencies in vivo. By holding the basal end of an isolated OHC in a micropipette, termed the microchamber (11) , it is possible to investigate the electromotility of isolated OHCs (Fig. 1) , while compensating for the highfrequency attenuation of the receptor potential by the lateral cell membrane (13) . This pioneering work of Dallos and colleagues has shown that the amplitude of the electromotility remains almost unattenuated (Ͻ6 dB) for frequencies up to at least 22 kHz. On the basis of model calculations, a more recent paper from that group (14) suggested that the high-frequency response is limited by damping. By imposing a mechanical load on the cuticular plate of the OHC, the microchamber technique can be used to measure the electromechanical force produced by the OHC (15, 16) . However, all published force measurements were made under quasistatic conditions (15) (16) (17) and, therefore, no information about the frequency dependence of the generated force is available. The aim of the present paper is to describe the electromechanical properties of the OHC for frequencies covering the entire hearing range. This was achieved by (i) measuring the amplitude and phase responses of the electromotility and electromechanical force up to 100 kHz; (ii) measuring the axial mechanical impedance of the cell; and (iii) deriving the damping constant and mass from the experimental data.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
OHCs were nonenzymatically isolated from cochleae of adult, pigmented guinea pigs by gentle aspiration in a pipette (Eppendorf). Care and maintenance of the guinea pigs was in accordance with institutional guidelines. The cells were then transferred to a 500-l Plexiglas chamber filled with Hanks' balanced salt solution (Sigma, supplemented with NaHCO 3 and 10 mM Hepes buffer, adjusted to 300 mOsm and pH 7.4). Only cells with a birefringent membrane, no apparent Brownian movement of their cell organelles, and the nucleus located near the basal pole were used. The basal part of the OHC (length: 32 to 108 m) was sucked into a heat-polished glass capillary (microchamber, with inner tip-diameter of 8-10 m), allowing calibrated electrical stimulation of the hair cell up to 100 kHz. Electrical stimuli were delivered by a custom-made voltageclamp amplifier (phase error Ͻ 5°up to 100 kHz) and were composed of a multitone complex (58 sinusoids, 9.1 spectral points per octave) with a maximum amplitude of 2.6 mV per spectral point. Experiments were conducted at room temperature (20-22°C). The electrical corner frequency of the micropipette ( f MC ), which is due to the electrical access resistance and the stray capacitance of the capillary in parallel with the membrane capacitance of the electrically divided cell, was determined from measurements of the electrical input impedance of the capillary with and without the cell attached.
To measure the electromotility of the OHC (Fig. 1 A) , light from a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV; Polytec 302, Waldbronn, Germany) was focused directly onto the cuticular plate to measure its velocity in response to electrical stimulation. The noise floor of the LDV decreased from 0.3 nm at 100 Hz (effective averaging time: 2 s) to 0.09 nm at 100 kHz (effective averaging time: 0.5 s). Length changes of the section of OHC projecting from the capillary (qL), due to the voltage drop across the cell membrane outside the micropipette (U 1 ), were calculated off-line from velocity data. qL was adjusted under video control by varying the pressure inside the micropipette with a micrometer-driven syringe. q ranged from 0.32 to 0.81, with mean Ϯ SD of 0.57 Ϯ 0.13.
To determine the electromechanical force, F OHC , produced by the OHC (Fig. 1B) , the cuticular plate of the cell was placed (Fig. 1 A) . Displacement amplitudes (x[nm]), corrected for cell length and stimulus (8) , are given in nm͞mV. Phase is referred to a depolarizing membrane potential and is positive for contraction; that is, for displacement away from the LDV. The data (symbols) are shown corrected for the measured electrical low-pass filter characteristic of the microchamber, with the OHC attached (dotted lines). Displacement data were fitted by the amplitude and phase responses of a second-order resonant system (full lines), representing the mechanical properties of the cell and extracellular fluid. Amplitude and phase were fitted simultaneously by using a software package in Microsoft Excel 7.0. The shape of the responses is described by only two free parameters: the resonant frequency, fOHC, and the quality factor, Q. Since Q was always less than 1͌͞2, the highfrequency limit was defined as the frequency, f3dB, at which the amplitude drops by 3 dB from its asymptotic low-frequency value; it was calculated from fOHC and Q by using the formula ( f3dB͞fOHC) 2 ϭ 1 Ϫ 0.5Q Ϫ2 ϩ ((1 Ϫ 0.5Q Ϫ2 ) 2 ϩ 1) 1/2 . For some cases, a time delay () was included as a free parameter in the fit function for the phase response. However, the estimated delay was in the range of the precision of our measurement equipment (Ͻ1 s). For OHC65 (length ϭ 83 m; qL ϭ 55.6 m): fOHC ϭ 38 kHz and Q ϭ 0.41, giving f3dB ϭ 18.6 kHz; ϭ 0.7 s. For OHC84 (length ϭ 51 m; qL ϭ 24 m): fOHC ϭ 66 kHz and Q ϭ 0.59, giving f3dB ϭ 53.4 kHz; ϭ 0.1 s. For OHC65 and OHC84, the electrical corner frequencies of the microchamber loaded by the cell were 9.5 kHz and 23.3 kHz, respectively. The dashed lines are fits for another type of mechanical system: a first-order low-pass filter containing only stiffness and damping (corner frequency: 20 kHz for OHC65 and 54 kHz for OHC84). The near-perfect fit for a second-order resonant system and the poor fit for a first-order, low-pass filter demonstrate that the high-frequency response is determined not by damping alone, but also by inertia. Circuit diagrams are the electrical equivalents of OHC mechanics, with forces given as voltages and velocities as currents (12) . In other words, FOHC and ZOHC are the Thévenin equivalent source force and impedance of the OHC, including extracellular fluid. For the electromotility experiment, the superscript SC is used to denote ''short circuit'' because, by definition, these measurements were made under unloaded conditions and we are using Thévenin equivalents. A command voltage, USP, applied to the pipette solution induces voltage drops, U1 and U2, across those sections of the cell membrane excluded from and contained in the pipette, respectively (8); U1 and U2 are of opposite phase. Voltage U1 driving the excluded length, qL, is U1 ϭ (1 Ϫ q)⅐USP. The electromotility (A) was determined by focusing the beam of a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) onto the cuticular plate of the OHC and dividing the measured velocity, V OHC SC , by j, where j ϭ ͌Ϫ1 and is the radial stimulus frequency. FOHC (B) was determined by placing a high-impedance mechanical load, the reverse side of a lever used in atomic force microscopy (AFL), against the cuticular plate. The AFL was a silicon crystal of length 450 m and thickness 2 m. The velocity of the AFL, VAFL, in response to electrical induced length changes of the excluded section of the cell was measured with the LDV focused on the AFL. If the mechanical impedance of the AFL, ZAFL, is sufficiently large compared with ZOHC, so that effectively open-circuit conditions prevails, then FOHC can be approximated as ZAFL⅐VAFL. The ZOHC (C) was determined by mechanically vibrating the micropipette with a piezoelectric actuator with velocity VCAP and measuring the resulting velocity of the AFL; the impedance was calculated as ZOHC ϭ ZAFL⅐VAFL͞(VCAP Ϫ VAFL). Moreover, ZOHC can be estimated indirectly from the values of X OHC SC and FOHC determined in the electrical experiments under unloaded (A) and loaded (B) conditions, respectively: ZOHC ϭ FOHC͞jX OHC SC .
against the reverse side of an atomic force cantilever (AFL), with known mechanical impedance in fluid, Z AFL . For determination of Z AFL the cantilever was calibrated in water by vibrating one end with a piezoelectric actuator (20 Hz to 100 kHz) and measuring the velocity of the AFL at the free-standing end with the LDV. Using these velocity data, we then obtained Z AFL (Fig. 5C ) from solution of the Euler-Bernoulli differential equations for a rectangular beam (18, 19) . The velocity of the AFL, V AFL , in response to electrically induced somatic length changes of the OHC was measured with the LDV focused on the AFL. The resulting force was then calculated as F OHC ϭ Z AFL ⅐V AFL . Forces down to 1 pN could be detected. The compliance of the AFL (6-29 m͞N) was much smaller than that of the OHC, enabling the force measurements to be performed under near-isometric conditions. To determine the axial mechanical impedance, Z OHC , of the OHC (Fig. 1C) , the micropipette was vibrated with velocity V CAP , and the resulting velocity of the AFL, V AFL , was measured with the LDV. The mechanical impedance of the OHC, Z OHC , was calculated as Z OHC ϭ Z AFL ⅐V AFL ͞(V CAP Ϫ V AFL ). The impedance associated with fluid coupling between the micropipette and the AFL was estimated by expelling the cell and repeating the measurement procedure while keeping the distance between the tip of the micropipette and the AFL constant, to mimic the original experimental conditions.
All amplitude and phase data were corrected for the measured frequency response of the LDV (20 kHz corner frequency).
RESULTS
Experiment 1: Electromotility. Electrical stimulation of the isolated OHC in the microchamber configuration induces phasic contractions and elongations, which were measured up to 100 kHz (Fig. 2) . The amplitude and phase responses were independent of frequency up to a corner frequency, f 3dB , which depended on cell length (Fig. 2) . Thereafter, both decreased monotonically. The amplitude (Fig. 2 A) exhibited an asymptotic slope of about Ϫ12 dB͞octave, and the phase (Fig. 2B) lagged the low-frequency value by almost 180°(168°). The low-frequency phase of 180°means that depolarization produces contraction. Both the amplitude and the phase response could be best characterized with a second-order resonant system, representing a system with stiffness, damping, and mass (full lines). Alternatively, the data were examined with a first-order low-pass filter, which represents a system with only stiffness and damping (dashed lines). For all cells (n ϭ 57), the second-order system matched the data, whereas the first-order system consistently underestimated the high-frequency attenuation (Fig. 2 A) and phase roll-off (Fig. 2B ). This result suggests that the high-frequency response of the electromotility of the OHC is determined by both damping and inertia.
The frequency response never exhibited a resonance peak-it always resembled the shape for a low-pass filter with an asymptotic high-frequency roll-off of about Ϫ12 dB͞octave. In other words, the quality factor, Q, which is directly proportional to the maximum stored energy and inversely proportional to the energy dissipated per cycle, † was always less than 1͌͞2. The Q values ranged from 0.16 to 0.6, with mean of 0.42 Ϯ 0.09 (n ϭ 57). Moreover, since the average value of Q was less than 0.5, the response was typically overdamped.
Since the response of the resonant system was low-pass, the high-frequency limit was defined as the frequency at which the amplitude of the electromotile response dropped by 3 dB ( f 3dB ) from its asymptotic low-frequency value. There was a strong dependence of f 3dB on qL (Fig. 3A) : f 3dB decreased in proportion to the power function (qL)
. † The quality factor, Q, is defined as the ratio of the maximum energy stored to the energy dissipated in each stimulus cycle, multiplied by 2 (12) . For a second-order resonant system with compliance, C, resistance, R, and mass, M, the resonant frequency, fOHC, is 1͞2(CM) 1/2 and Q at the resonant frequency is 2fOHCM͞R. For Q Յ 1͌͞2, the frequency response strictly resembles that of a low-pass filter; that is, one without a resonance peak. Since the system possesses both resistance and mass, the asymptotic high-frequency roll-off is Ϫ12 dB͞octave, irrespective of the value of Q. For Q Ͻ 0.5, the response to a (voltage) step is nonoscillatory and, therefore, is said to be overdamped. For all our recordings, Q was less than 1͌͞2 and, on average, less than 0.5. FIG. 3 . Dependence of the 3-dB frequency of electromotility on the excluded length of the cell (qL) (A) and the asymptotic lowfrequency amplitude as a function of cell length (B). f3dB decreases hyperbolically with qL, with exponent of Ϫ1.5, beginning at a frequency of 79 kHz for qL ϭ 17 m. [Regression line: log f3dB ϭ Ϫ(1.51 Ϯ 0.17)log(qL) ϩ (3.76 Ϯ 0.3); r ϭ Ϫ0.76, n ϭ 57; with f3dB in kHz, qL in m.] The two arrows indicate measurements from the same cell for different qL. The low-frequency (500-Hz) displacement amplitude is directly proportional to cell length, with proportionality constant of 4⅐10 Ϫ5 ͞mV, with L in meters and amplitude in m͞mV.
[Regression line: log y ϭ (1.06 Ϯ 0.16)log L Ϫ (1.4 Ϯ 0.3); r ϭ 0.67; n ϭ 57; with y in nm͞mV and L in m.] Notice, 1.06 Ϯ 0.16 is not significantly different from unity (P Ͻ 0.05), implying direct proportionality. Solid circles represent OHC data where the electrical corner frequency ( fMC) was determined from measurements of the electrical input impedance of the micropipette with and without cell (n ϭ 30). Open circles represent data where the electrical input impedance was not measured (n ϭ 27); in these cases, fMC was derived by fitting the electromotile response with the mechanical filter together with a first-order low-pass filter representing the electrical properties of the microchamber configuration. Because there was no statistical difference between the two populations (P Ͻ 0.05), regression lines are for the collated data. The f 3dB value of 79 kHz for the shortest measured exclusion length of 17 m provides a lower boundary for the frequency limit of the electromotility-thus, higher values would be expected for still shorter segments of cell. Conversely, it is of interest to know the value of f 3dB for the entire length of cell membrane. This can be estimated by multiplying the measured f 3dB values by q. This procedure seems valid because the resonant frequency was found to be inversely proportional to qL and the quality factor was independent of qL. These corrected values were strongly dependent on L (data not illustrated), decreasing in proportion to the power function L Ϫ1.99 Ϯ 0.15 , beginning at 58 kHz for the shortest observed cell length of 32 m (r ϭ Ϫ0.87; n ϭ 57). Again, these corrected values also lie well above their place frequencies.
The low-frequency amplitude of the electromotility was directly proportional to cell length (Fig. 3B) . Expressed as a proportion of cell length, the amplitude was 0.004%͞mV. Proportionality is what would be expected for elementary motors connected in series and distributed homogeneously with equal density for all cells (8, (20) (21) (22) . Addition of gadolinium ions, a known blocker of OHC electromotility (23, 24) , lead to a pronounced decrease in the displacement amplitude of up to 30 dB over the entire frequency range (data not illustrated). This finding suggests that up to 100 kHz the measured electromotile responses are of electromechanical origin, rather than being because of electroosmosis or electrophoresis. Finally, although the amplitudes are in agreement with published electromotility data of OHCs of comparable size in the microchamber configuration (13), they are below the average value of 15 nm͞mV for long OHCs measured in the whole-cell patch configuration (25) . Recordings of the electromechanical transfer function of OHCs with sinusoidal or square wave stimuli (data not illustrated) demonstrated that the set-point in our experiments was not located at the steepest part on the transfer function.
Experiment 2: Electromechanical Force. By loading the cuticular plate of the OHC with a mechanical impedance, Z AFL , much larger than that of the OHC, Z OHC , it is possible to measure the electromechanical force produced by the OHC, F OHC , under near-isometric conditions (Fig. 1B) . Under these conditions, F OHC is approximately equal to that of the forcesource driving the impedance, Z OHC . F OHC was found to be independent of frequency up to at least 50 kHz. Fig. 4 shows the average response of three OHCs where the force was measured up to 100 kHz. The data are complicated above 50 kHz because of unavoidable resonances in the support for the AFL at frequencies above about 50 kHz. The phase value of 180°means that depolarization generates a contractile force. For the majority of cells (n ϭ 15), the maximum stimulus frequency was 20 kHz (Fig. 4, Upper Inset) . The amplitudes ranged from 3 to 53 pN͞mV, with a geometric mean of 13 pN͞mV (n ϭ 18). There was no evidence for a dependence of F OHC on cell length.
The OHC impedance, Z OHC , can be estimated from the force, F OHC , measured under conditions of a high-impedance load (Fig. 1B) and the displacement X OHC SC , measured under unloaded conditions ( Fig. 1 A) ; namely, Z OHC ϭ F OHC ͞ jX OHC SC . Since the force data clearly show that F OHC is independent of frequency up to at least 50 kHz, the frequency dependence of Z OHC is given by the frequency dependence of 1͞jX OHC SC , namely by that of the second-order, overdamped system determined from the electromotility data. For low frequencies, sufficiently below f 3dB , where the amplitude and phase of X OHC SC are independent of frequency, Z OHC must be entirely compliant when driven by a frequency-independent force source. Consequently, the OHC compliance, C OHC , can be estimated as C OHC ϭ X low ͞F OHC , where the low-frequency displacement amplitude, X low , has already been collated for 57 cells in Fig. 3B ; namely,
Experiment 3: Axial Mechanical Impedance. The foregoing estimate of C OHC was derived from X low and F OHC by using two different experimental configurations: without and with the AFL (Fig. 1 A and B) . Therefore, Z OHC was measured directly in a third experimental series (Fig. 1C) , as described in Material and Methods. For frequencies up to about 3 kHz, Z OHC resembled that for a compliance (Fig. 5A) : amplitude slope about Ϫ6 dB͞octave (Ϫ4.8 dB͞octave) and initial phase near Ϫ90°. Fluid coupling between the micropipette and AFL prevented estimation of Z OHC above about 5 kHz (open circles in Fig. 5A ). C OHC was estimated from the impedance magnitude, ͉Z OHC ͉ ϭ 1͞C OHC (at 500 Hz), and is collated for n ϭ 26 cells in Fig. 5B . C OHC showed a linear dependence on cell length: C OHC ϭ (2.37 Ϯ 0.17)⅐10 
DISCUSSION
The data clearly demonstrate that OHCs are able to follow changes of membrane potential with phasic contractions and elongations of their cell body between 20 Hz and 100 kHz. We could further show that the electromechanical force produced by the OHC is constant up to at least 50 kHz. The highfrequency limit of the electromotility, defined as the 3-dB frequency, is at least 79 kHz at room temperature (20-22°C) . This is the highest value reported so far and, as for the electromechanical force, significantly exceeds the hearing range in the guinea pig of 45 kHz. Because the amplification mechanism must function up to the highest frequencies audible to mammals (26) , these findings have extremely important consequences for our understanding of cochlear mechanics. The authors of a recent paper (27) claimed that there is an intrinsic frequency limit for the motor molecules of about 26 kHz at 37°C, which would be far below our data for short cells. In that report, the frequency limit of the elementary motors was estimated from a frequency-dependent change in nonlinear capacitance and mechanical movements of isolated membrane patches from OHCs under voltage clamp. Their experiments were conducted at 26°C; the measured frequency limit of 16.1 kHz was extrapolated to 37°C. Assuming that the cortical lattice provides significant stiffness to the cell membrane, it might be concluded from piezoelectric models of OHC mechanics (28) (29) (30) that the corner frequency of the intact cell, in contrast to the situation in the isolated patch, should be significantly higher.
Whether the frequency response behavior of electromotility of OHCs should be described as all-pass (13), first-order low-pass (27, 31), or second-order low-pass (32) has been the subject of controversial discussion. The main reason for this controversy has been the absence of experimental data at sufficiently high frequencies. We were able to measure both the amplitude and phase of the electromotility of OHCs up to stimulus frequencies where the high-frequency asymptote is exposed. The amplitude and phase data are self-consistent and accurately described by a highly damped, second-order resonant system, and not by a single low-pass filter. Therefore, the high-frequency response is determined not only by frictional losses but also by inertia. This is consistent with a recently published model of OHC electromotility (32) . The fact that there is no need for either an additional low-pass filter or a significant pure time delay to fit the frequency response of the electromotility up to 100 kHz indicates that the limiting factor for frequencies below 100 kHz is probably not the speed of the motor but fluid mechanics. Using the correlation between axial compliance and cell length, illustrated in Fig. 5B , together with the inverse relationship between resonant frequency and cell length described earlier in the paper, one can show ‡ that ‡ The mass and resistance of the mechanical resonant system formed by the OHC constrained in the microchamber and extracellular fluid can be estimated from experimental data as follows. All units are given as meter-kilogram-second units. From our data, the resonant frequency, fOHC, depends inversely on cell length, L, as fOHC ϭ a͞L, where a ϭ 1.738 m͞s. From Fig. 5B , the dependence of axial compliance, C, on L is C ϭ bL, where b ϭ 2.4⅐10 6 N Ϫ1 . For a second-order resonant system, the mass, M ϭ 1͞C(2fOHC) 2 . Therefore, expressed as a proportion of the mass of the cell, r 2 L, where r is the cell radius (4.5. 10 Ϫ6 m) and is fluid density (1,000 kg͞m 3 ), the fractional mass is 1͞ (4 3 r 2 a 2 b) , which evaluates to 0.055, or approximately 6%, independent of cell length. For a second-order resonant system, the resistance, R ϭ 2fOHC M͞Q. Using our experimental data yields R ϭ 1͞(2abQ), which evaluates to 9⅐10 Ϫ8 N⅐s͞m for Q ϭ 0.42, also independent of cell length. Finally, it should be mentioned that these estimates might represent a lower limit for the values of mass and resistance because it is possible that as measurement techniques improve the measured compliance values will be found to be smaller. a mass equivalent to about 6% of the cell mass is responsible for the inertial component of the response. Moreover, the mechanical resistance can be calculated ‡ to be about 9⅐10
Ϫ8
N⅐s͞m. This resistance value is about twice that estimated from the analysis by Dallos and coworkers (14) (5⅐10 Ϫ8 N⅐s͞m), in which inertia was neglected. The mean amplitude of 13 pN͞mV for the electromechanical force produced by the OHC is in agreement with published data from isolated OHCs in the microchamber configuration (15, 16) , but it is below the value of 100 pN͞mV recently reported for whole-cell voltage clamp experiments (17) . Unlike the authors in the latter report, we had no control over the membrane potential. Therefore, as for our electromotility data, the smaller forces reported here could be partially due to the set-point being located away from the steepest part of the electromechanical transfer function of the OHC. Perhaps more important than differences in absolute amplitude is that we were able to characterize the frequency response of the electromechanical force. The data clearly demonstrate that for stimulus frequencies between 20 Hz and at least 50 kHz, covering the whole hearing range, OHCs in the microchamber configuration produce approximately constant force.
One of the major problems regarding electromotility in vivo is the severe high-frequency attenuation and phase shift of the OHCs' receptor potential, the putative driving voltage of OHC electromotility, due to electrical low-pass filtering by the basolateral cell membrane (13, 31) . The mechanisms by which these losses are compensated in the organ of Corti have yet to be elucidated (11, 13, 33) . Nevertheless, the present experimental data have shown unequivocally that the OHC possesses the necessary biological machinery to generate electromotile responses on a cycle-by-cycle basis, with little amplitude and phase change, well above the frequency limit of hearing.
